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Abelian gauge theory goes back to 
electromagnetism

gauge “symmetry” as a principle Weyl ‘29

… but only as a “tool”



Yang-Mills theory: non-Abelian gauge group

Initially a “wrong theory” but 
 Higgs mechanism and confinement helps

physicists “catching up” 
with mathematicians



Belavin-Polyakov-Schwarz-Tyupkin ’75 
also Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer ’77 ’78 
       Atiyah-Drinfeld-Hitchin-Manin ‘78

cf. Chern-Weil theory for characteristic classes

Topological Sectors: Instantons

localized both in space and time

Topological charge: instanton number



Callan-Dashen-Gross ‘76

Different topological sectors weighted by the θ-angle



2. Revisiting θ-vacua  
of Yang-Mills Theories



Unsolved Problems 
Discussed Today



Consider 4d SU(N) pure YM theory w/θ-angle





Instanton Analysis t’ Hooft ‘76
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Expectation for large but finite N

multiple branches

Based on several papers by MY and collaborators



Small N ? 



Haldane,…
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-Komargodski-Seiberg ‘17

Haldane,…

Small N ? 



MY + Yonekura, MY ‘17

Looijenga ’77, ‘80

cf. Atiyah ‘84

4d vs. 2d



MY + Yonekura, MY ‘17

Looijenga ’77, ‘80

cf. Dunne-Unsal ’12 for CP^N model

cf. Atiyah ‘84

4d vs. 2d



Summarizing…



Computer Simulations



… requires computational resources  
(and several years of my research time!)

Oakforest-PACS in Kashiwa Cygnus in Tsukuba



“Just do it” on the lattice? However… 

Practical solution: smearing

Albanese+ ‘87 Luscher ‘10

Luscher ‘82
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FIG. 7: Histogram of Q for four ensembles at nAPE = 0, 20, 100.

Figure 8 shows the topological susceptibility in lattice unit, a4!(nAPE) = !Q2"/Nsite, as a

function of nAPE. A mild decrease is seen for nAPE # 20 as expected from a negative constant

observed in Fig. 5. We determine topological susceptibility at each lattice by extrapolating

the smeared data in the second phase to nAPE $ 0 because the “falling” is supposed to take

place even in the first pahse. The data points in nAPE % [20, 40] are well described by a

linear function,

a4!(nAPE) = a4!(0) + c1 nAPE . (17)

The fit results are tabulated in Tab. II.

Figure 9 shows nAPE dependence of b2. Since b2 is found to be constant for nAPE # 20,

! NS a4"(0)& 104 c1 & 107 b2(0)& 102

1.750 16 3.08(2) '9.4(3) '5(5)

1.850 16 1.10(1) '1.8(1) '6(3)

1.975 16 0.269(8) '0.22(2) '4(2)

1.975 24 0.254(3) '0.20(1) '7(4)

TABLE II: Fit results.
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“Just do it” on the lattice? However… 

sign problem

expansion around sub volume method
Kitano-Yamada-MY ‘20 Kitano-Yamada-Matsudo-MY ’21



In this work we explore the ! dependence of the vacuum energy of the 4d SU(2) pure

Yang-Mills gauge theory. In sec. II, we perform lattices numerical calculations to determine

the first two coe!cients in the ! expansion of the vacuum energy. The response of topological

excitations to the smearing procedure is investigated in detail in order to e!ciently extract

physical information form lattice configurations. The coe!cients determined at N = 2 are

compared to those previously obtained for N ! 3 to see whether the result at N = 2

can be seen as a natural extrapolation of those for N ! 3. In sec. III, we revisit CPN!1

model. After discussing characteristic features specific to CP1, a plausible argument about

the origin of the features is given. By applying the argument found in 2d CPN!1 model

to 4d SU(N) theory, we conclude that SU(2) Yang-Mills theory at ! = " is gapped with

spontaneous broken CP symmetry. The argument is made confident through a test using

available numerical data.

II. LATTICE SIMULATIONS

The vacuum energy can be expanded around ! = 0 as

E(!)" E(0) =
#

2
!2
!
1 + b2 !

2 + b4 !
4 + · · ·

"
, (1)

where # is the topological susceptibility, and b2i (i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ) are dimensionless coe!-

cients describing the deviation of topological charge destribution from the Gaussian. These

quantities can be determined on the lattice from configurations generated at ! = 0 as

# =
#Q2$!=0

V
, (2)

b2 = "#Q4$!=0 " 3 #Q2$2!=0

12 #Q2$!=0
, (3)

b4 =
#Q6$!=0 " 15 #Q2$!=0 #Q4$!=0 + 30 #Q2$3!=0

360 #Q2$!=0
, (4)

where Q is the topological charge, whose precise definition is given in eqs. (10)-(14), and

#· · · $!=0 denotes an ensemble average over configurations generated with ! = 0. According

to the large N analysis [2, 4], these quantities can be expressed, as a function of N , as

#(N) = #(%) +O(N!2) , (5)

b2i(N) =
b(1)2i

N2i
+O

#
1

N2i+2

$
. (6)

3

Expansion around
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FIG. 11: The N dependence of !/"2
str and b2. Each data point is slightly shifted horizontally to

make it easier to see. The horizontal dashed line in the b2 plot represents the dilute instanton gas

approximation (DIGA).
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Kitano-Yamada-MY ’20



Kitano-Yamada-Matsudo-MY ’21
cf. Keith-Hynes & Thacker ’08 

for 2d CP^1 model
Subvolume Method 



Kitano-Yamada-Matsudo-MY ’21
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Kitano-Yamada-Matsudo-MY ’21



Summarizing…



Stay Tuned!



3. Axions “in the sky”? 

dark 
energy

inflation

“U” of IPMU…

dark  
matter



Axions

Peccei-Quinn ’77 
Weinberg, Wilzcek ‘78



Theoretical Elegance of Axions

“String Axiverse"





Natural inflation 
Freese-Frieman-Olinto ‘90



Expected potential for pure YM

Nomura-Watari-MY ’17 
“Pure Natural Inflation”

Dubovsky-Lawrence-Roberts ‘11
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Nomura-Watari-MY ’17 
“Pure Natural Inflation”



Nomura-MY ‘17

Yonekura-MY ‘17





UV versus IR?



Nomura-Watari-Yanagida ’00 
Mclerran-Pisarski-Skokov ’12 

Ibe-Yanagida-MY ‘18



UV dependence is a feature, not a bug 



In string theory ?
Arkani-Hamed+Motl 
+Nicolis+Vafa ‘06

Svrcek ‘06 
Ibe-Yanagida-MY ‘18

Ibe-Yanagida-MY ‘18



Summary



IPMU 2050 as a Utopia for 
Physics and Mathematics of the Universe


